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Simple network topology showing two groups of computers joined together
this is the type of thing that forms the basis for the Internet

A more complex network topology showing three groups of networks joined
together, two are in a ring formation and the third in a star formation. The star
formation communicates with the other two only via it’s central computer.
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A simple diagram showing how your computer connects through the internet to a
server computer which is hosting the website that you want to view.

A diagram showing the basic process followed when a request is received by a server
which hosts multiple websites. It illustrated that there can be speed issues when a
server hosts more than one website. It is worth emphasising though that this is not
generally an issue unless you have a very high volume website.
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This diagram shows a basic network topology with red arrows linking a computer requesting
a website with a computer providing one. It is included to relate the initial diagrams to the
latter one showing a “cloud” rather than computers linked together.
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When a site has an IP address that IP address is identified using a Nameserver. The
nameserver is unique and helps other computers find the site. When a site changes
either its IP address or its Nameserver new details need to be published across the
world routing tables. This diagram shows that happening. You can see that
ns2.erupromotion.com was the initial nameserver (text pointing to the IP address)
and gradually the new nameserver is replacing it across the world.
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